March-April 2016

Brushstrokes
President’s Message
Dear CVWG Members,
Spring is coming, slowly! Happy 25th Anniversary to
all. We have many things planned for our special year and we
need each of you to be involved. Please enjoy our new bright
orange 2016 CVWG Directory and read through all the opportunities for you. Please mark your calendars with our meetings dates; monthly programs; website; workshops May 1112 and October 12-14; 25th Annual Juried Show at McGuffey,
Sept. 2, deadline for electronic submissions June 3rd.; Courthouse Juried Show April 25; check out our Library; and our
bimonthly Brushstrokes.
Enjoy completing the crossword puzzle

(on page 5)

!

Smiles to all,
Sharon Walker

President Sharon Walker rang in the opening
meeting of 2016 with a tinkling bell and abundant
good humor.

A standing-room-only crowd of CVWG members and guests gathered for the first meeting of 2016. The January snow
forced the opening meeting to be delayed until February 22. Rosemary Connelly stands at the podium with President
Sharon Walker as they welcome new members and guests.
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Member News
HAPPENINGS….
Rosemary Nothwanger has an exhibit of her watercolors at the Senior Center on Pepsi Place through April.
Sue Linthicum, Anne Dean, Mack Rowe, Sue Stover and Chee Ricketts have paintings currently on exhibit in
the Dickinson Fine Arts Building at PVCC, Charlottesville campus. Exhibiting as members of “The Firnew Farm
Artists’ Circle”, their group show is a companion installation to “Saints and Angels”, an extensive one-woman
exhibition of new watercolors by Trish Crowe.
John Hancock is exhibiting in a group show, “Watercolors”, at the Fred Nichols Gallery in Barboursville,
through March 27.
Carolyn Ratcliffe will have a solo show of “Landscapes in Pastel” at the Crozet library, April 1- May 16.
There will be a special sale (at good prices!) of Eloise Giles’ paintings- matted, unframed - to celebrate Eloise’s
95th birthday at the Church of Our Saviour in Charlottesville on April 22 and 23. (see article, p. 8).
Peg Sheridan has been invited to participate in the first ever Queen City Plein Air event, April 21-23. For additional information, see www.pegsheridan.com.
One of Chee Ricketts’ watercolors is featured in the winter 2016 Cheap Joe’s catalog, p.23 in the Customer
Art Gallery section.

CLASSES, OPPORTUNITIES….
The Central Virginia chapter of the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), a national non-profit
organization offering assistance to small businesses (free!), is partnering with the Crozet Arts and Festival to present a workshop, “Business Workshop for Fine Artists and Handcrafters”, at McGuffey Art Center on March 29 from 1-5 PM. Several business professionals will address business practices, offering
their perspectives on necessary legal, advertising, insurance, tax, accounting, and copyright issues.
(Mary Ann Friedman’s husband is a member of SCORE.) Workshop fee: $25.
Register at: https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ecba10sw4f5dc23f
The Art Guild of Greene has begun to offer classes in their newly formed studio school, located within
The Palette Art Gallery in Stanardsville. For more information, please contact CVWG member Sue Stover,
who is also the 2016 President of The Art Guild of Greene.
Peg Sheridan will be teaching several classes in March including: Ongoing classes at BRCC
and Staunton Augusta Art Center, a one-day workshop at BRCC on March 19, the subject being
"Mother's Day Memories" with watercolor and collage, and a new beginner's watercolor class at Larkin
Arts in Harrisonburg. Peg is offering many additional classes in April.
For details go to www.pegsheridan.com.
CVWG member John Hancock is offering several multi-week classes at the McGuffey Art Center beginning in March, including “Painting Watercolors from Photographs” and “Watercolor, Basics and Beyond”. His “Open Studio” in Crozet commences again in April.
For information, email HancockJohnA.Artist@gmail.com.
It is not too late to become a member of the Virginia Watercolor Society. Dues for 2016 are $30. Check
with Chee Ricketts, Central Virginia VWS Representative, if interested.
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March Progr am Features
C V WG M e m b e r Pa t r i c i a W i l l i a m s
The March 28 program, “Expressive Abstracts”, will feature CVWG member Pat Williams.
Dividing her time between Reston and Free Union,
Pat has still managed to be a contributing and active member of the Guild. She has entered both
juried and invitational shows sponsored by the
Guild and served as Co-Chair of the CVWG Annual
Juried Show in 2012.
Represented by Touchstone Gallery in DC,
Pat received rave reviews on her solo exhibition in
2015 and recently was featured in a second solo
exhibition at Gallery 312 in Raleigh, NC.
Pat relates that she was over 40 when she
took her first art class and almost 60 before she
began to realize her vision for painting. What did
she do in between? She took classes. She painted.
Pat Williams is shown here painting in her studio in Greene County.
Pat asserts that she painted some really, really bad
paintings. And finally, with guidance from some talented teachers and the discovery of a new substrate, things started to come together. “From the very beginning, I wanted
to paint more abstractly, but it took me a long time to learn how,” she says. If painting styles are ranked on a continuum
with photorealism at 0 and totally non-objective painting at 10, Pat places her current work at about 8 on the scale. “There
are realistic elements, but, I hope, they are presented in a way that challenges the viewer to interpret what is seen”.
In her March presentation to CVWG, she will share her experiences and the lessons learned on her journey to becoming the artist she always wanted to be. She will demonstrate some of the techniques she uses to create interest and
depth in abstract watercolor paintings. In particular, she will discuss how different tools and materials have contributed to
her style and development as a painter.
Most of her work is on Multimedia Artboard®, a watercolor paper that has been impregnated with an epoxy resin. “It
allows me to use a lot of water, and it accepts much manipulation, so I can apply many layers to a painting,” Pat says. “I
also find that it retains the intensity of colors better than regular paper.” She uses water soluble pencils, crayons and
graphite in addition to watercolor paints.
Pat says that painting is 95 percent technique, and technique can be learned. “The other five percent most of us,
including me, will never have. But that doesn’t mean we can’t create works that please us and others. The great joy is in
striving to do that.”

April CVWG Program: Monday, April 25
“Watercolor Techniques for Detailed Flower Painting”
with Marcia Mitchell
Developing large format and detailed watercolors for over 30 years, Marcia Mitchell re-

lates that “I paint large and not-so-large watercolors of plants and flowers, always painting from
the live plants, as the seasons change. I prefer to paint from plants I've grown myself, but some-

times that isn't possible, and then I search roadsides, other people's gardens (with permission),
and even florists' displays.” She will share some of her shortcuts and ways to work quickly.
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CVWG May Workshop
Steve Andrus:

Knowing your Subject,
Painting your Impressions
Wednesday, Thursday May 11, 12
Zehmer Hall
$150 (CVWG members)

The Central Virginia Watercolor Guild offers members the perfect opportunity to
fulfill one of the goals of our Guild, "to combine camaraderie with creativity." Join
us and meet fellow Guild members. Spring in central Virginia is always spectacular and the beautiful surroundings at Zehmer Hall will surely spark creativity.
The Guild has listened to the preferences of the membership and the Board has done what members wanted in
making this year’s workshops more affordable and less time-consuming. The cost for the Steve Andrus Workshop
is a bargain at $150 and the time commitment is only two days.
Additional images and full details of the spring workshop can be found on the CVWG website: www.centralvirginia-watercolor-guild.org
There are still openings for the May 11-12 workshop.
Space is limited; therefore, it is prudent to reserve a
space promptly. Contact Patty Richmond, CVWG
Workshop Chair, at 434-296-2979 or email:
PattyRichmond@comcast.net.
Deposit checks of $50 may be mailed to reserve a
space to Patty Richmond, 2395 Kingston Road,
Charlottesville, VA 22901

Fall workshop participants took notes, enjoyed and learned
from the daily demos, and had plenty of painting time.

Celebrating 25 years!
It is fortunate that many members share their expertise in
activities that support the Guild.
Pictured at left is the sign announcing the 25th anniversary,
designed by member Bill Snow
(at right). Bill also serves on the
Annual Show Committee, where
he volunteers his time and talents. His extensive background
as a graphic designer is an invaluable asset to CVWG.
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Twenty-fifth Anniversary Puzzle

ANSWERS on p. 9
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C H E E ’ S C H AT T E R
I have followed James Warwick Jones’ progress as an artist for over 40 years, celebrating
from afar his many successes in receiving awards for his work and having his paintings
collected by museums of note, including the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. Our Guild is
extremely fortunate to have his expertise as the juror for our Twenty-fifth Annual Juried Exhibition. In addition to being an outstanding artist, Jim is also a committed and much
sought-after teacher. The Gallery Director at the Charles Taylor Art Center in Hampton,
VA, Jim has had the opportunity to curate and judge hundreds of exhibitions. He has
shared his “Criteria for Judging”, which is printed below. Please read an reflect upon
these “word of wisdom” from our juror.

J a m e s Wa r w i c k J o n e s : M Y C R I T E R I A
F O R J U D G I N G AWA R D S I N A N A R T S H O w
Judging artwork is very subjective. We all bring our own experiences, education and personal preferences to the
process of judging artwork. I was just looking at an article in a magazine from my alma mater, The Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia. Four curators from the Academy were asked to pick the ten most important paintings
from their amazing collection of American art. All four curators, only picked two of the same paintings, and two of each
also picked two other paintings. All of the other selections were picked only once. I like to think that equally qualified
judges, for the same exhibition would agree on maybe half of their selections, but again, it is subjective.
Here are the criteria, ranked by importance, I use when judging a group of artworks for awards; and although the
priorities or words might be different, I think most judges would have a very similar set of criteria:
IMPACT: Often times my first impression of an artwork, “Wow, this is really great”, is a very
strong indication of how good it is, at least in my opinion. This “impact” is really a combination of
all the other criteria that follows: originality, design, content, craftsmanship, style, and presentation. This usually means a piece which I would like to own myself, and could enjoy and appreciate every time I looked at it. “Gee, I wish I had done that!” This first impression usually doesn’t
change no matter how many times I study the piece, although I might see another work which
has even greater impact and surpasses the first one.
ORIGINALITY: The artwork must be original, and this should go without saying. Most exhibitions or shows would have this as the most important requirement for even entering the competition. That is not to say that the artist might have been inspired in some way by the style, content, or design of another artist or artwork. If it is done creatively, some image might be appropriated and then carried further or presented in a new way, but this is a very gray area to enter.
Someone once said the way to be recognized as a great artist is to do something that has never
been done before or do something better than it has ever been done before. Not an easy task.
DESIGN/ COMPOSITION: The success the artist has in utilizing the abstract elements, such as
color, line form, etc. and the design principles, such as repetition, contrast, movement, etc into a
composition which is both visually exciting and unified is one of the most important (and challenging) aspects of visual art. To me all of the greatest art, whether a realistic painting created
three hundred years ago or a conceptual piece created today has to work in this way to be great.
I can enjoy and appreciate the composition, no matter what the style, medium, period, etc.
Continued on page 7
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James Warwick Jones’
“Criteria for Judging Awards in a
Show”
Continued from page 6

James Warwick Jones will be the
juror for the CVWG Twenty-fifth
Annual Juried Exhibition.

CONTENT: For an artist working in a representational or realistic
manner, this would be the subject matter, how the subjects are combined, the symbolism, the narrative, the emotions it evokes or the
message, if any, that it presents. For the non-representational or abstract artist, it is more about the design and visual excitement and
possibly the feelings it evokes. Learning to read this content comes
from education, especially in fine art, experience and being perceptive and sensitive to the artwork.

CRAFTSMANSHIP: Technique would be another way of saying this. Some people might rank
this as the most important, and it is certainly something that everyone can appreciate, even if
they don’t know anything about art, except they know what they like.
For me, compared to the first four items on my list, it really isn’t as important in determining how good a work of art is considered. If it is plagiarized from another work or if the composition is poor, the technical skill in rendering, for example, can’t make up for those shortcomings. Each medium, whether drawing, painting, ceramics, photography, etc. each has its own
character, so the best art usually reflects that character.
STYLE: The best artists develop their own style, voice, or way of working. If I see a painting by
Cezanne that I have never seen before, whether in a book or in a museum; I almost always
recognize it as a Cezanne; by the style in which it is painted. Again this is made up of many
elements: the subject matter, the design, the techniques, the color, all of which identify it as by
that artist. And again, it is the experience of looking at and studying art which gives us this
ability. Some artists work in this same style all their lives. Today it is more common for artists
to evolve through several styles or mediums, some very gradually and others making dramatic
changes. Obviously you can’t determine this style from one artwork, but for most judges, viewing a body of works by the same artist, they usually like to see a consistent style, at least
throughout the same medium.
PRESENTATION: This is probably the least important of my criteria and therefore, last on the
list. Having said that, everything else being equal, it is important how the artwork is presented.
An ornate frame which overpowers a subtle work or a strange colored and poorly cut mat, does
harm the impact of the artwork itself. To me, it also says something about the perception, sensitivity and understanding of the artist. Good presentation can also help a lesser artwork look
better. Generally, white mats, of ample width and simple frames are best.
So there you have what I look for in judging works of art. You will have your own criteria, and the fact that we agree or disagree is one of the wonderful things about art that makes
it interesting.
James Warwick Jones
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M E M B E R P R O F I L E :
E L O I S E G A R D I N E R

G I L E S

While CVWG celebrates 25 years of “combining creativity with
camaraderie”, Eloise Gardiner Giles is celebrating a lifetime - spanning 95 years - that encompasses the identical ideals. A graduate
of Pratt Institute, Eloise was fortunate to study with some of the
great American watercolorists, among them the highly esteemed
Edgar Whitney, Cal Molno, Rex Brandt, and George Post.
The recipient of over 150 awards, Eloise’s paintings are on
display in homes and collections throughout the country. When nationally acclaimed watercolorist Gerald Brommer served as the juror
for a recent Virginia Watercolor Society Juried Exhibition in Glen
Echo, he purchased Eloise’s painting for his personal collection.
Eloise is an honorary member of the Art League of Long Island and
a member of both the Transparent Watercolor Society of America
and the Virginia Watercolor Society. In fact, the initials that often
appear after her name on a painting (TWSA, VWS) indicate her signature status.
Possessing a fearless and exuberant spirit, Eloise recounts traveling throughout Europe in the early 1950s on a moteur bicyclette. A native of Massachusetts and a resident for many years of Long Island,
NY, Eloise has lived in Greene County since 1998.
An exceptionally committed teacher, Eloise devotes most of every
week preparing for her Friday classes in her Greene County studio.
Many members of CVWG are her long-time, and extremely devoted,
students. There’s a lengthy waiting list for a slot in her class and seldom is there a vacancy. In a 2015 article by David A. Maurer in the
Daily Progress, Eloise is quoted as saying: “What I mainly do is keep
them painting...If they don’t come to a group, they may stop painting,
and once you stop painting, it’s very difficult to get started again. It’s
called the dry brush syndrome. By coming every week, it’s a continuum. And I try to mention the laws of good design each time.” Her
students would say that Eloise does much, much more than that.
Eloise has been a member of the Guild
for 17 years and has been an active exhibitor in the
Courthouse Exhibitions, CVWG shows in Orange and
Waynesboro, and the Annual Juried Shows. She
served as CVWG Secretary for two years in 2011
and ‘12.
In celebration of her 95th year, her students
have implored Eloise to share her work in an exhibition that will take place on April 22 and 23 at The
Church of Our Saviour on Rio Road in Charlottesville. The show is a retrospective, with the paintings displayed unmatted and unframed. It’s an opportunity to see the life-long progression and work
of a masterful artist.

Photographs courtesy of Linda Blake
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WELCOME, NEW MEMBERS!

Rod Nasbe

The Guild is delighted to
welcome new members,
many of whom are pictured
here. And, it’s always exciting to reconnect with returning former members. Be sure
to say “Hello” to these artists
at the next monthly meeting
in March.

Donna Markey

Virginia Evans

Jill Borsdam

Ginny Stanley
Chris Rich

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWERS:
Can you read upside down?

Not pictured, but please also welcome:



Liz Delahoussaye
Tamara Murray (returning!)

A QUESTION…
A member has asked for CVWG artists
to respond with their suggested palettes. Which pigments are absolutely
necessary? Transparent? Opaque?
Granulating?
Email: chee@cheekludtricketts.com
and responses will be printed in the
next issue.
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Highlights from the February Program:
C ri t i qu e by Lau r a Fo u s s eki s
Laura Foussekis, Chairperson of the
Gallery Committee for the Louisa Art Center, led the February critique. Pictured at
right, Laura discusses the strong compositional elements of a rural landscape
painting, shared by Sue Linthicum.

At right:
Lisa McNerney’s college roommate, visiting
from Kalamazoo, listens
attentively to Laura’s
comments throughout
the critique.

Laura Foussekis

New member Tatiana
Yavorkska-Antrobius
brought her work-inprogress, an icon
painting. At left, she is
pictured as she shared
the complex and
elaborate process of
developing the panel
with the assembled
group.

Below:
Patt Shutts prepares a
cup of coffee and Ellen
Longmore samples the
treats provided during
the social time prior to
the February business
meeting.

Patricia Travers exhibited two
compelling abstracts, one of
which appears on the easel at
right.

Deadline for next issue: May 5, 2016
WE’RE ON THE WEB!
WWW.CENTRAL-VIRGINIAWATERCOLOR-GUILD.ORG

To submit articles or photographs, please contact:
Chee Kludt Ricketts, Editor
chee@cheekludtricketts.com 434-985-4051

